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Nowadays, few question the importance of local governments' and cities' participation in
those global agenda topics which impact them. In a short span, perhaps only a decade, mayors
and local authorities have gained terrain, legitimacy, spaces, voice and influence over world
debates as never before. Today, risk and disaster management, organized crime fight and
urban safety, social inclusion, migrations, economic development, technological innovation,
among others, are topics of the global agenda which are working substance for local
governments.
 
Said incursion has not been automatic nor without ups and downs. The practice has been
different depending on the region and nowadays we have coexisting nations in which cities
are very active and partake in foreign policy and some cities in which there is no voice,
influence or consultation.
 
Truth is that the local government internationalization trend is clear and evolving. Domestic
legal frameworks are being updated and every day there are more courses, seminars,
workshops and programs which cater to a rising demand to understand and capitalize said
trend. More and more agencies of the United Nations System organize, dialogue and invite
mayors, city authorities and representatives of local government networks to prepare their
strategic programs.

INTRODUCTION
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Recent evolution takes into account at least three simultaneous
phenomena: firstly, an exponential growth of international local
government activism; secondly, a focus shift in their way to place
themselves in the world, not only as cooperation actors (donors or
beneficiaries) but as global agenda actors in all its expressions;
thirdly, a change in the modes and forms of relating internationally,
ever more professional, result-focused, project oriented, through
networks and in innovative frameworks as the South-South
cooperation and internationalization through supra-municipal
actions.
 
In this context, it is high time to ask whether or not international
action is a public policy. Some may consider international affairs as
out of boundaries for local governments. Some others consider the
world has changed and local governments cannot be marginalized
from debates about problems that affect them or decision making
spaces on the planet's future.
 

This document summarizes the proposals of the Notebook 02 Local
Government Internationalization, A public policy under construction,
in which the new challenges facing local governments on an
international scale and the way they are organizing to approach
them are analyzed.
 
The notebook has been co-edited by the Mexico City Government,
General Coordinator of the AL-LAs Project and by the Metropolitan
District of Quito, Ecuador, responsible for the Second Learning
Workshop in which the debates that produced this publication
began. The workshop was organized on September 2013 by the
Metropolitan Direction of International Relations of Quito with
support of the Latin American School of Social Sciences, Ecuador
(FLACSO) and had the participation of the National Planning Ministry
(SENPLADES), the Technical Secretariat of International Cooperation
of Ecuador (SETECI) and the Association of Ecuadorian Municipalities
(AME).
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Over the last years, local governments have intensified their
external action activities through hosting international events,
entering agreements with foreign cities, organizing exhibitions or
partaking in commissions and summits to voice their opinion on
big international debates.

CHAPTER I .  
THE NEW CHALLENGES FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
ON INTERNATIONAL ISSUES
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With said activities, the international affairs offices of several
cities have added new activities to the classic city sisterhoods,
cooperation agreements or protocol acts that used to be the
greater part of foreign action tasks of a local or regional
government.
 
This chapter identifies the main changes to which offices willing
to strengthen their institutionalization and capabilities must
adapt.



FOCUS SHIFT: FROM ASYMMETRICAL
TO HORIZONTAL RELATIONS

Until recently, local government foreign action was
construed exclusively in development cooperation. When
local governments begun their cooperation work, they
reproduced the north-south logic, so that initially,
decentralized cooperation meant the relation between a
local "northern" government which transvers economic
resources to its "southern" partner, although said
transfers did not directly fund a working public policy.
 
In this context, local government, "beneficiary" or
"receiver" of the help visualized decentralized
cooperation as another source of resources within the
development cooperation system.

Progressively, local governments have begun to value
their specificity and to realize the problems concerning
local administration are similar, regardless of territorial
differences and, therefore, the best speaker to share them
and look for common solutions is another local
government.
 
These focuses coexist in practice. Sometimes,
departments dealing with international solidarity,
traditional vision, are joined by international projection
departments, who have a more strategic vision of
internationalization.
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THEME SHIFT: FROM BASIC NEEDS TO
INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING AND LOCAL
GOVERNANCE IMPROVEMENT

Initially, decentralized cooperation relations were based
on objectives against poverty and, therefore, on covering
the basic needs of the most vulnerable populations. The
resource transfer to build infrastructure or sending
ambulances, used fire truck, food containers, seeds or
medicines used to be the classic tools of relations
between "donor" local governments and "receivers".
 
As time went by, we have moved towards local public
policy support that allow to improve the population
quality of life, reinforce local administration, both
technical and politically, forward democratic functioning
and strengthen local governance.

Thus, along with reciprocal relations, attention is focused
to improving technical and political aspects that integrate
local government duties: strategic planning, diagnosis and
planning tools, transversal and inter-sector planning,
design, implementation and evaluation of sector policies,
local funding or formulas to provide sustainability to
adopted policies.
 
Some of the concrete themes that inter-local
government relations have defended and that are
expressed on the political agenda of plenty of Latin
American cities are: urban transport, social
development, inclusive and sustainable cities,
environment, citizen safety, gender equality, heritage
and culture.
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Frequently, the competence to gain international recognition
is between cities that, given their size or their being a national
capital, are commonly better positioned. Even so, as of
recently some medium sized cities or not national capitals
have broken this trend, gaining spotlights in the world stage.
 
As we can attest, in a practical sense there is a broad set of
modalities to attract investments or promote local economic
growth far from seeking funds through classical
development cooperation subventions.

Financing is one of the biggest concerns of local governments.
Despite their increased autonomy and competences, they
often lack the necessary resources to act. Traditionally, one
way to buffer said budget deficiencies was gathering funds
from decentralized cooperation through project introduction.
 
Said modality has progressively lost strength to other formats
more suitable with municipal projection to attract commerce,
investments, tourism, knowledge and financial opportunities
to the territory.

MODALITY SHIFT: FROM RESOURCE GATHERING
TO ECONOMIC PROMOTION AND TERRITORIAL
PROJECTION
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South-South cooperation practices are not totally new;
decades ago, there were relations between regional local
governments outside their national borders, especially
since the regional integration processes (Mercociudades,
Centroamerican Integration System, SICA, or the Andean
Community, CAN, are good instances).

NEW INTERCHANGE MECHANISMS

South-South cooperation

Networking consolidation and
political incidence

Towards supranational frameworks

More frequently, international cooperation and
connection actions happen between territories, whether
they are cities, metropolitan areas or even regions. The
traditional conception of decentralized cooperation is
between municipalities does not longer suffice and the
legal-administrative boundaries are being broken and
the reach is being increased both in terms of actors and
territorial space.

The last trend that poses a new challenge to local
governments on external action is the quest for new
supra-national frameworks free from the legal-
administrative boundaries of local jurisdictions.
 
The cooperation links between Latin American and
European cities has had an important development over
the last decade; this means a change in cooperation
relations, fostering the interchange of knowledge,
experiences, values and innovations in several sectors
and with local actors (companies, young people,
universities, hospitals).
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The changes in action and cooperation trends proposed by the current world to local governments are complex and of
diverse shapes; they can affect both the international objectives of the municipality as well as the organization to
achieve said objectives.

CHAPTER I I .  
 
INTERNATIONAL ACTION, A NEW LOCAL PUBLIC POLICY UNDER
CONSTRUCTION
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Most local governments perform foreign activities without being part of a strategic plan nor are they conceived in a comprehensive
way or being subject to rigorous planning of the necessary resources and the local actors and the citizenship are not made part of
them. We mention three elements to take into account.

MAIN CONSTRAINTS OF INTERNATIONAL LOCAL GOVERNMENT
ACTION

A restrictive legal and normative framework The lack of strategic planning and activity
dispersionOne of the main limitations in the international action is

the lack of a legal-juridical framework that acknowledges
local governments as full righted actor of international
affairs or attributes them clear competences on that
regard, guarantees legal certainty of their actions and
agreements with overseas partners and establishes the
necessary collaboration between different levels of
public administration, from municipalities to the central
government. Most countries are yet to acknowledge local
governments as full right actors in the international
stage.

Failing to clearly and explicitly formulate the reasons
why the local government wants to go international and
the expected objectives and results of the process often
limits international action to a series of punctual,
reactive and messy acts; Said endeavors are generally
taken by the initiative of different services and
departments or simply respond to some foreign
demands.
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Given the AL-LAs partners proposals, we manifest the lack of
essential elements to have international action considered as
public policy. Within the most significative lacking elements,
we find:
 
-Lack of a favorable legal-institutional framework.
-Lack of international action integration within the Local
Government Plan.
-Absence of transversality.
-Little articulation with other local actors.
-Absence of clear accountability, transparency,
communication, follow-up and evaluation mechanisms. 
 
It all leads to international performance that lacks connection
and that is "reactive" and weak institutionality of those
responsible for international affairs.

The lack of proper tools for strategic
internationalization
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International action is a new action field of local governments
which opens growth possibilities and new perspectives on
relations between territories from different countries and it
must be onward considered as a comprehensive part of local
government actions.
 
From that perspective, we need to consider the
internationalization dynamic of the local entity as a change
process which impacts three important roles in particular:

WHY INTERNATIONAL ACTION MUST BE A
LOCAL PUBLIC POLICY?

It is worth considering that a comprehensive public policy on
international action must have broad public communication
and foresee accountability mechanisms through which local
governments present the citizenship to the done processes
and the obtained results in every case.

The way in which local governments consider and approach
the international topic.
The type of implication of local actors and the degree of
citizen participation in territorial internationalization.
The institutionalization and consolidation of necessary
instruments to perform the internationalization policy.
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The territory's internationalization process demands a strong
leadership and political will of the top authorities of the local
institution.

To do so, some important points of reference can be the
strategic plans already done, which surely establish and agree
a diagnosis of the city's strengths and weaknesses and sketch
the main features of the city model the government wants to
back.

KEY POINTS TO CREATE AN INTERNATIONALIZATION
STRATEGY AS A PUBLIC POLICY
 

The elaboration of an international action and foreign
projection strategy is the result of a participative analysis and
reflection process based on three key elements:

The leadership of the Major or local
authority and the political orientation
of the process

Articulation with the city's strategic
plan

The elaboration of the strategy and
internationalization axis selection

The municipality specifics: meaning, its strengths and
original features.
The political will for transformation: meaning the "future
project" that local government has for the city and which it is
aiming to promote.
The coherence with national policies.
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It is vital to have the greatest possible number of municipal
departments involved in the work of identifying, selecting
internationalization axis, and future activity definition.
Transversality must be present from the get go of the strategic
reflection to internationalize a city.

Often, several local economic and social actors use to actively
participate in the process of elaboration and deployment of the
international projection and opening strategy. For instance:
chambers of commerce, companies, hospitals, research and
knowledge centers, educational centers, company owner
representatives and unions or local producer associations.

It is convenient to have the International Affairs office directly
linked to strategic city planning along with the creation, follow-
up and evaluation of the corresponding plans. All acts must
serve the international action public policy set by the local
government through a participative process.

Transversality and implication of
municipal departments.

Articulation with local actors and civil
society participation.

Consolidation of the International
Affairs office.
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The central element of this chapter is knowing which type of International Affairs office is required; focusing our attention
to how to design, organize, proffesionalize said structure as it is the key instrument to deploy an international action
public policy.

CHAPTER I I I .  
 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS OFFICE,  AN INSTRUMENT FOR CITY
AND TERRITORY PROMOTION
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Institutional  structure for external  action

Building a external action public policy helps to define and
precise the internationalization objectives of a city in tune
with the intended city model. This process must be
reflected on the institutional structure, meaning in the
location of the office within the administrative chart.
 
The choice of placing the office inside or outside the
institutional structure is a political decision that heavily
determines its action capacity. Depending on where it is
placed, it will be able or unable to coordinate and have
transversality and it can reinforce or weaken the local
government external action.

Thus, it is not a surprise that the office personnel and its
superiors seek to have a political incidence and
sensitization work within municipalities so that external
action is understood as a strategic element for the local
government so they can achieve a higher structural level 
 to gain weight, attention and importance to foreign
relations within the chart.
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A proper articulation of the sector efforts and strategic vision of the international action needs of a local government allows to
multiply the positive effects and the impact of the different actions and helps to provide coherence to greater profit of the
population.

EXTERNAL ACTION TRANSVERSALITY

Each local government can ask itself what functions or
attributions are given to the international affairs office with
respect to the other departments. The answer of this question
allows to clearly view if the office is limited to a service and
technical support function to other departments, if it
coordinates the operation or if it has strategic leadership
regarding international relations.

In most of the analyzed cases, the cross-sectional articulation
mechanisms are created ad hoc for a given project
(interviews, concretion forums, multidisciplinary equipment,
etc.) or are limited to periodical meetings with other
departments. This is how transversality and cross-sectional
coordination are shown to be a challenge and a priority
towards an international action public policy.

Instruments.
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Once the political and strategic external action orientation
has been identified, its objectives and tools have been
chosen, its location within the institutional structure has
been defined along with its relation with other services and
departments, we will focus on the internal function of the
office.

Most International Affairs offices' internal structure meet
these criteria:

Strategic:
operates according to the
attended cooperation,
investment attraction, and city
projection objectives, among
others.

Internal structure.

OFFICE FUNCTION AND INTERNAL
ORGANIZATION
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Geographic:
divides task per country,
region or continent.

Technical-functional:
structured according to the office act
modalities: projects, agreements, etc. or
according to necessary functions for its
proper management: communication,
administration and finance.

1.
2.

3.



In the case of Intl. Affairs, technical resources can be
divided in three ways: material resources, proceedings
and planning and strategy tools.

The personnel behind external action policy will greatly
depend on the local government economic capacity.
Normally, there is less personnel than appropriate and
the foreseen workload usually exceeds the capacities. A
vital step when organizing the internal function is to
design the job profiles and identifying functions and
personnel with professional competences to develop said
functions.

In the financial aspects, external action policy usually
struggles with resource limitations like most public
policies. Along with other topics, one of the greatest
problems of local governments is the lack of correlation
between the new competences and economic resources
to perform said competences. The limitations and
deficiencies in economic resources of offices are still
battlegrounds for their teams and the pursuit of
resources is part of the cities' foreign action strategies.

NECCESARY TECHNICAL, HUMAN AND
FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
 
Technical resources

Human resources

Financial resources
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Some local governments with high foreign activity have
opened representation offices overseas. Although few, it
is often more common to see this type of
representations, which some have called "embassies". In
most cases, offices are placed in foreign capitals or
important cities to promote business, trade and
economic activities.

Embassies, houses or local
government representations
overseas
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CHAPTER IV.
 
COMMUNICATION: PUBLIC POLICY KEY FOR
INTERNATIONAL LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTION
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General experience shows that communication usually is
an external element of international action public politics
and is related to the mere result or specific activities
diffusion. On a general sense, communication is only
taken into account at the end of the process, often
improvised, but it is not taken into account as a key
element during the policy cycle.
 
Communication is a linking axis which contributes to
democracy during the design and management of public
policies; it makes the community be part of the definition
and resolution of problems, it allows to publish policies to
the citizenship, the media and decision makers and it
moves shared knowledge and practices.

Often, the new international affairs role of cities has not
been supported by clear and transversal communication
strategies, defined on the objectives and messages with
a long term vision and that have been previously agreed
upon and internalized by the institution itself. On the
contrary, it is common practice to find isolated
communication actions, created only for the diffusion of
one concrete activity that, when out of context and
without any comprehensive strategy, in the best case
scenario, means big missed opportunities and, in the
worst case scenario, lead to error and even negative
perception.

Why communication is
determinant?

What type of communication do we
need?
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This approach is similar to classical corporative
communication and is often centered on conveying results
or end products. Communicating results works as an
external tool and it is not a part of the different process
cycles.
 
 
 
 
This modality is understood as a transversal and
strategic tool, which is present in the program or policy
from its conception and is a part of all process cycles. It
is using communication as part of a set of tools to
achieve the desired results of the international action
policy and not only as a tool exclusively to communicate
concrete results.

From communicating results to
communicating to achieve results

a.

b.

5
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Communicating results

Communicating to achieve results

Communication about
international affairs

results

Communication for
international affairs

results

Comparable to corporate communication Comparable to strategic communication or
communication for development (C4D)

Objective: communicate reached results/
impacts. Debate on the use for

development results or only for the
institution

Objective: using communication to achieve
the program development objectives

Presence: shown at the end of the program
or project

Presence: integrated along the program
cycle, from diagnosis to evaluation

Visibility, corporate image and publicity
tool

Management tool to increase success
chances in developing processes

Short term vision Middle to long term vision

Target audience: focused on public
opinion, partner institutions and other

government levels

Communicator role: providers of
information about/of the results (top to

bottom)

Most International cooperation efforts are
focused on this area, which often is a

central element of the terms of partners
and donors

Target audience: focused on beneficiaries
of the program and other interested

parties, including political appointees,
functionaries and civil society

organizations, socioeconomic actors and
partner institutions

Communicator role: they have an
important role in establishing goals,
strategies and resource allocation

It remains a minority option due to the lack
of knowledge about its potential by
decision makers, lack of specialized

resources and costs of impact
measurement



Most international affaird offices acknowledge one of their
weakest spots is internal communication. It is exactly this
internal communication a key element to create
coordination among different areas of the institution to
build a true transversal foreign action policy.
 
 

Internal communication, key factor

Thus cross-department internal communication is one of
the greatest challenges of local governments'
internationalization strategies to have the whole
institution in sync with the objectives of the international
affairs office. Often, different departments of an institution
are unaware of the objectives or activities of the
international affairs office; they can even act unilaterally.
These dynamics generates overlapping, dysfunction,
duplicity and even suspicion.
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Building a strategy implies the clear incorporation of
communication as a transversal element of the IA office.
It is, thus, an element that is present during all cycles of
external action policy (identification, planning,
execution, assessment and evaluation) and it is related
with a complex actor network.

The international affairs offices usually are not
autonomous regarding communication. This creates
management difficulties; it can undermine
communicative efforts undertaken and it can lead to
distorted or out-of-context information.

BUILDING A COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

Strategic planning and vision for
international action.

Communication policy autonomy.
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Communication implies management of intangible
goods, like building perceptions and partnerships. A
communication plan must not be understood as a
mathematical formula but as a strategic framework to
establish objectives, priorities and actions but which is
also subject to high flexibility, creativity and
adaptability.

A communication plan must be:

PRACTICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNICATION

COMMUNICATION PLAN

Based
Agreed upon
Integrated on the international action
policy structure
Transversal
Clear
With proper human and economic
resources
Middle and long term vision
With established priorities
Result and functioning assessable
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TABLE 2. Communication plan: channel and tool
examples

*Source: own creation
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Target audience

Communication about
international affairs

results

General public opinion

Objectives

Channels / tools

Gain political visibility for
agendas, actors and ways

to understand reality

Massive means of
communication, social

media, webpage, publicity
agencies, surveys,
marketing actions

Citizens Political actors Thought leaders and
journalists

Technical and political
counterparts

Have local connection
and promote community

participation

Impact decision making
and public policies

Partake in the public
production, placing topics

in the media agenda

Networking to design
policies and public

intervention actions

Local and community
media, public events,
community meetings,
terrain actions, social

media, creative context
intervention, etc.

Meetings with governments,
lawmakers, parties, labor and

patron unions, social movement
leaders, etc. production and

diffusion of specialized material,
forum participation; specialized

web content, blog posts and
selected posts, etc. 

Meetings with thought leaders,
document creation about key
topics, legitimate reactions to

current events, media plan
(personalized work with
journalists, informative

meetings, press conferences,
sponsorings and

interchange,etc) web, relevant
and easy access data base etc. 

Virtual platform, web, blog,
social media, meetings,

seminars, workshops, impact
actions, etc.



 
Usefulness and friendliness are two key concepts when
managing a web page. Users browse for a short time. They
wish to find the needed information almost automatically;
it is mandatory to design intuitive pages, with clear menus,
powerful search engines and constant updating.
 
 
 
Space for reflection, agenda generation, opinion and
audience interchange, prestige and reputation.
 
 
 
 
With a glance, almost photographic, the user must be able
to detect all the information and decide if he wishes to
focus on a particular topic.

Communication tools

Social media are multi directional, non-linear; its function
is learnt collectively on the go.

Newsletters or periodical gazettes.

Blog.

Webpage.

Social media approach
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TABLE 3. Main advantages and risks of social
media

*Source: own creation

Media relation
One of the troubles most city International Affairs offices
face is their lack of competence to directly communicate
with the media; often, this dilutes or deforms its message
due to the huge institutional press apparatus, whose
priorities may not always coincide. Press relations must be
understood as a long distance race, based on transparency
and professionalism and are based on understanding and
acceptance of the media dynamics.

The huge challenge is conveying concrete and specific tools
that many cities began deploying to planning and
designing more ambitious strategies, able to direct the
external action implemented by the cities and the benefit it
entails to citizens' lives.
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ADVANTAGES

RISKS

Free and easy to use Accessibility Real time communication
and information

Ease to segment information
according to the audience and
fostering citizen participation

Information
democratization

Ease to share information (texts,
images, calls, etc.)

Citizen mobilization power University, mass audiences

Risks to intellectual
property

Real time arguments and
critics

Exponential message diffusion:
you know what you send, but not
how and when it arrives. Hard to

control contents

Specific codes for each
platform or network

Excessively fragmented or
disperse audiences

Trouble to have permanently
available trained personnel to
update contents to the rhythm

needed for media

Loss of professionalization.
Confusion between private
and institutional aspects

Confusion between use and
capacity to create proper

content



The main risks of poor communication planning are:

Communication is essential for public policies to be
understood, internalized and legitimized by citizens.
A poor communication strategy or unplanned
communication actions can lead to building wrong
perceptions.
Lack of proper communication competences entails
the risk of diluting, undervalue or malinterpretating
messages to convey from the IA office. This lack of
autonomy creates management difficulties, it can
undermine the communication efforts made and it
sometimes leads to information distortion or
decontextualization.

Not all public receives the same message in the same
way, not everybody need the same type of
information and not everyone has access to the same
tools or channels. A good public segmentation makes
designing efficient communication strategies.
Reactive communication only buffers "impacts." A
proactive communication foresees risks and can avoid
them.
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